Faculty Evaluation of Administrators

Simple Form by Jay Gould with Colleagues (5/11/06)

• With regard to the **President** of the University, John Cavanaugh:

• How familiar are you with his work as president of The University of West Florida (check one)?
  __ very familiar, __ familiar, __ somewhat familiar, __ unfamiliar, __ very unfamiliar

• Overall, how would you rate his job performance (check one)?
  __ distinguished, __ excellent, __ good, __ satisfactory, __ unsatisfactory

• To what degree do you feel he has fostered a collegial approach to governance?
  __1 not at all       __2       __3       __4       __5 great deal

• To what degree has he fostered trust in the governance process at UWF?
  __1 not at all       __2       __3       __4       __5 great deal

• Other than the above, in what area(s) does this administrator excel?

• Other than the above, in what area(s) does this administrator need to improve?

{These same questions would be asked regarding the Provost and Dean}